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Introduction: Ship-tracks

Conover (1966)
Anomalous cloud lines

Excellent ‘opportunistic 
experiments’ for aerosol indirect 
effects

Christensen et al., 2022
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Detection : ML method

Yuan et al (2019 & 2022)
Automatic detection of ship-tracks at both day and night time
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Analysis method: Aerosol-cloud interactions

Detection and analysis

Study ACI
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Ship-track distribution

Yuan et al. (2022)
First global climatology map of ship-tracks
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Results: PDFs of bulk changes

Yuan et al. (2022b)
PDFs of changes in cloud properties; high variance
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use the MODIS L3 product to derive it. O!  is the cloud albedo, it can be calculated from the 
CERES all-sky albedo (OA22BCD), clear-sky albedo (O!2)AEBCD) and total cloud fraction (LMF:FA2) 
using the equation  O! = (OA22BCD − (1 − LMF:FA2) 	× O!2)AEBCD)/LMF:FA2  (4) 
 
The CERES and MODIS data we used are 2003-2020 monthly mean 1ox1o global data of the 
CERES EBAF-TOA(43) and the MYD08_M3(44) products, respectively.  We calculated the 
2003-2020 climatological-mean F4":;3;)22<3=, LM2<>?<", and O!, and interpolated them to 
2ox2o horizontal resolution.   
 
From the analysis of cloud response in ship-tracks, we first calculated the relative differences 
in LWP (dln345) and the relative differences in Nd (&67)") between ship-track blocks and 
their control counterparts, and thereby derived their ratios "23567	

"23	+#
	for all ship-track samples.  

We then sorted these "23567	
"23	+#

 by their control cloud )", and calculated mean values of  "23567	
"23	+#

 

for each control )" bin. The dependence of "23567	
"23	+#

 on )" is used as our function to calculate 
the LWP adjustment.  For global 2ox2o grids, we first calculated 2003-2020 climatological-
mean )" from the MYD08_M3 data. Based on the 1-D dependence of "23567	

"23	+#
 on )" , we 

derive the global gridded LWP adjustment sensitivity, "23567	
"23	+#

.  E67)" and E)" 	is calculated 
in the same way as Toll et al.(10) It is based on model simulated AOD difference between 
preindustrial and present and empirical relationship between AOD and Nd. To make our 
results and those from Toll et al. comparable we adopt the same method. For details, please 
refer to their paper. With all these variables ready, we calculate the global gridded values of 
aerosol indirect forcing due to the LWP adjustment to )". 
 
To consider the effect of Cf adjustment due to aerosols, we consider the sensitivity of scene 
albedo (A) to Nd. O	 = 	OA!	 × 'A! + OB(1 − 'A!) (45). We have: 

F∗ = "*
"+#

= "(*$"H$"I*%(-.	H$"))
"+#

≈ '! × F + "H"
"+#

× (O! − OB)    (5) 
where A is the scene albedo, i.e., including both cloudy and clear parts; 'A! 	B7&	'! are all cloud 
and low cloud fraction obtained from the MYD08_M3 data; As is the surface albedo, derived 
from the CERES EBAF-TOA data(43). We assume minimum aerosol effects on high clouds.  
"H"
"+#

 is calculated using our ship-track samples, similar to the LWP adjustment. We account for 
the cloud overlap between high and low clouds when calculating '! for both background and 
ship-track clouds to reflect its true values.  Here we use the random overlap assumption, but 
tests with other overalp assumptions show minimum impact. We first calculate "H""+#

 for each 
ship-track sample and sort them by their corresponding control cloud )" . We then average 
values of  "H"	"+#

 for each control )" bin and obtain the 1-D dependence of "H"	"+#
 on )". On lat-lon 

grid, "H""+#
 is obtained based on its )"  according to the "H"	"+#

 vs )"  relationship, similar to the 
LWP adjustment (10). 
 
In addition, we calculate "H""+#

 and average them as a function of a pair of explanatory variables 
such as )" - '! , )" - TUF, B7&	)" − FFV. We then obtain the two-dimensional dependence of 
"H"	
"+#

 on )" and '!, or other paired variables. Using this 2-D dependence of  "H"	"+#
, we derive global 

Observation-based AIF estimation: method

Measurement-based

Cloud albedo susceptibility 

Scene albedo susceptibility 
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S2. We do not include the one pixel just next to the edge of ship-track pixels to reduce the 
uncertainty around the edge. We then break each granule into blocks of size 128pixel x 
128pixel. Within each block, we calculate mean values of cloud variables such as droplet 
effective radius (Re), cloud optical depth (COT), liquid water path (LWP) and cloud droplet 
number concentration (Nd) for the background and ship-track pixels. We consider the effect of 
cloud overlap when calculating Cf. We use the random overlap assumption: Cf = (tCf-
hCf)/(1-hCf), where Cf, tCf and hCf are low cloud fraction, total cloud fraction and high 
cloud fraction, respectively. The Cf calculation is carried out separately for pixels within ship-
track and surrounding masks as illustrated by examples in Figure S2. The difference between 
cloud properties inside background and ship-track masks is taken as the cloud response to 
ship-emitted aerosols17. It is worth noting that our method allows for Cf adjustment in both 
positive and negative directions. 
 
Pixels for which the cloud phase determined by infrared observations was identified as ice or 
mixed-phase, and those with ice cloud retrievals are excluded.  Only pixels with a single 
layer, according to MODIS cloud product multi-layer flag, and a low-level cloud (cloud top 
pressure > 650 hPa) were included. We also exclude the small ship-tracks that have less than 
400 pixels because their size is too small to obtain accurate cloud fraction. The track segments 
were included in the analyses only when the Re difference between ship-track and background 
clouds was less than -0.5 μm and the relative changes of Nd, larger than 20%.  In total, there 
are 295,036 such ship-track blocks that satisfy our conditions. If we follow the criteria E.) >
2.0µm  used in Toll et al.10, the number of samples decreases to 164,626. If additional 
condition of E)"/)" > 1 is applied10, the number of samples decreases to 83,155, 
representing a more than 72% decrease. 
  
We group blocks based on their background Nd, or other variable of choice, into to a number 
of bins. For each bin, we calculate mean cloud responses and their 95% uncertainty ranges 
based on samples that fall within this bin. The dependence of cloud responses to background 
cloud variables can thus be obtained using this approach. The approach can be extended to 2-
D bins based on two explanatory variables, e.g., Nd and Cf, and we can obtain a 2-D cloud 
response function. Once the relationships and their uncertainty ranges are derived, we assume 
similar relationships apply in regions that do not have high numbers of ship-track samples, i.e. 
we assume the same physics apply10.  
 
b. Calculating Aerosol Indirect Forcing  
 
Without considering aerosol effects on cloud fractions, cloud albedo sensitivity to aerosols can 
be taken as the sum of the Twomey effect and aerosol induced LWP adjustments(10):  

F = "*"
"+#

=	 *"(-.*")0+#
× (1 + 1

%
"23	567	
"23	+#

)       (1) 
where S is the susceptibility of cloud albedo (Ac) to droplet number concentration )"(10).  
 
If we only consider the Twomey effect and LWP adjustment, we have 
EF489* = −	F4":;3;)22<3= × LM2<>?<" 	× S × E67)"                           (2) 
 
Aerosol indirect forcing is therefore: 
EF489* = −	F4":;3;)22<3= × LM2<>?<" 	× O! × (1 − O!) × (-0 +

1
@
"23567	
"23	+#

) × E67)"    (3). 
 
F4":;3;)22<3= is shortwave flux at the clouds. It can be conservatively estimated using the 
CERES clear sky surface downwelling shortwave flux. LM2<>?<" is liquid cloud fraction. We 
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dlnLWP/dlnNd systematically depends on 
background Reff, Nd, and above cloud top RH. 
Similar to Toll et al. (2019) and refs. in Bellouin
et al. (2020). 

Drier air above clouds, more polluted and non-
precipitating low clouds tend to reduce LWP in 
response to ship-emitted aerosols.

Such behaviors are often explained by the 
competing effects of entrainment drying and 
aerosol-precipitation interactions.

A Few Curious Connections: Aerosol- ML - clouds
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A Few Curious Connections: Aerosol- ML - clouds

CF strongly increases inside ship-tracks once 
clouds are clean and likely precipitating and the 
sensitivity is an exponential function of 
background Re. Minimum CF change under 
relatively polluted background clouds (e.g. Reff < 
14 µm or Nd > 60 cm-3). 

The sensitivity is quantitatively similar to what 
is reported in Possner et al. (2018).

Rosenfeld et al. (2006); Christensen and 
Stephens (2011); Goren and Rosenfeld (2012); 
Wang et al., (2011); Christensen et al. (2020); 
Possner et al. (2018); Gryspeerdt et al. (2016); 
Rosenfeld et al. (2019) etc. 
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CF change is proportional 
to the background cloud 
droplet size and 
precipitation frequency.

CF changes and precipitation
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Forcing from three effects: CF effect is strong

§ CF adjustment amounts to at least 59% of 
the Twomey effect, could be larger.

§ LWP adjustment is close to zero when 
averaged over global ocean.

§ The CF-effect may be a key driver for the 
uncertainty in total indirect forcing in low 
clouds.
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Sensitivity: A large variation for CF effect 

Table: Forcing Using Different Explanatory Variables (W/m2)

Explanatory variable(s) Cf Effect/Twomey

Nd only 59%

Nd and Cf 202%

Nd and RH 59%

Nd and SST 130%

Nd and EIS 68%

Nd, CF, and RH 193%

Nd, EIS, and RH 73%
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Changes: Impact from shipping fuel regulation

Yuan et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn7988 (2022)     22 July 2022
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of comprehensive global sampling of ship-tracks hinders the studies 
of aerosol indirect effects and geoengineering despite important 
progress made by analyzing manually labeled samples (16, 20–24). 
Here, we combine deep learning models and global satellite ob-
servations to automatically identify ship-tracks at unprecedented scales 
in NASA’s Aqua MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) daytime data. We show that large-scale sampling of ship-
tracks can not only benefit aerosol indirect effect studies but also 
reveal unexpected connections among fuel regulation, shipping ac-
tivity, and ship-tracks. The new dataset will improve progress toward 
understanding aerosol indirect effects in, and cloud brightening of, 
marine low clouds.

We train two independent deep neural network models on man-
ually labeled ship-track samples using MODIS 2.1-mm data as input 
(Fig. 1) (3). We chose these two models from a pool of candidate models 
on the basis of their performance and ensemble-averaged their re-
sults to take advantage of their respective strengths. The ensemble 

average exhibits better performance than individual model results 
and generalizes well on test data that are independent of the training 
data. Details about model performance and validation can be found 
in Materials and Methods. The two trained models are then applied 
to Aqua MODIS data between 2003 and 2020.

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the first global climatological map of ship-track den-
sity at 1° resolution. It is the result of processing 0.5 petabytes of 
data extending from 2003 to 2020. The density is calculated as the 
number of ship-track pixels divided by the total number of low 
cloud pixels, i.e., it is the fraction of low clouds belonging to ship-
tracks. Low clouds are defined as clouds with top pressure higher than 
680 hPa. Overlaid on the ship-track density are emissions of SO2 
from the global shipping industry (25) and MODIS annual mean low 
cloud fraction during the same period. The pattern of ship-track 

Fig. 2. Global climatology maps and anomalies for two periods. (Top) Climatological ship-track (ST) density map using data between 2003 and 2020. The gray contour 
lines show climatology of MODIS low cloud fraction. Green lines are for climatology of ship SO2 emission data. The color maps are for ship-track density. (Middle and 
bottom) Ship-track density anomaly, relative to climatology, maps for four periods: 2015 to 2019 and 2020. The periods are chosen on the basis of fuel regulation stan-
dards. Anomaly maps for the other two periods of 2003 to 2009 and 2010 to 2014 can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
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Conclusions

• CF effect is strong and LWP effect is overall weak

• Forcing from CF adjustment could be as large as the Twomey effect 

• 59% to 202% of the forcing from the Twomey effect is possible

• Precipitation-mediated processes are likely important

• Reducing the uncertainty of AIF due to CF effect is critical. 


